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Introducing Munich
Munich (München) is the capital of Bavaria located on the
river Isar. Munich is a city where traditional and modern
sit side by side like few places on earth. It is famous for its
beautiful architecture, fine culture, and the infamous annual
Oktoberfest beer celebration. The city is also home to
Germany’s most successful football team, Bayern Munich.
Munich is a major international centre of business,
engineering, research and medicine. This is exemplified by
the presence of two research universities, a multitude of
smaller colleges, the headquarters of several multinational
companies and world-class technology and science museums.
It is Germany’s most prosperous city and repeatedly makes
into the top 10 of global quality-of-life rankings. Munich’s
ability to stay at the forefront of technological developments
and maintain its cultural heritage is often summarized in
the characterization of the city as ‘laptop and lederhosen’.
Munich has an estimated population of 1.4 million, although
the metropolitan area is much larger at 2.65 million. Like most
German cities, many of Munich’s inhabitants are from outside of
Germany, approximately 300,000 internationals live in the city.
Munich has a temperate climate with warm summers
and cold winters with extreme weather conditions being
rare. Temperatures average about 3 degrees Celsius (38
Fahrenheit) during Winter and 22 degrees Celsius (72
Fahrenheit) in summer with rain falling throughout the year.
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Munich’s Tech Scene

Munich is a very wealthy city boasting the highest
purchasing power of any German city. It is home to many
of the nation’s largest companies such as Allianz, BMW,
Siemens and Munich Re. The region is often overlooked
as a start-up hub as only 11% of the nation’s start-ups are
located here compared to Berlin’s impressive 30% share.
However, Munich’s tech scene has a bright future as the
city shifts from an engineering and industrial powerhouse
to a software engineering powerhouse. Berlin is trendier
and more glamorous than Munich, but Munich is the
place to get business done. The interplay between
established corporate organisations and innovative startups has created a dynamic environment across industries.
Munich’s tech and start-up scene is supported by the
multitude of wealthy organisations, start-up incubators,
accelerators, entrepreneurship programs, as well as the
top universities and local coding schools. The city boasts
an open innovation culture that networks start-ups with
universities and established companies benefitting all
stakeholders involved.
Tech and The Autombile Indsutry
1 in every four German cars is produced in Munich with
revenue’s in the automobile industry totalling €110
billion. However, in recent times the city has embarked
on a journey to move leverage this highly profitable and
well-established industry to diversify into the IT sector.
New technologies such as self-driving cars and new startups such as car sharing apps are attracting the attention
and investment from large multinationals such as BMW
and Dailmer. BMW operate and fund their ‘start-up
garage’, Dailmer Mobility invested heavily in Flixbus.
The Internet of Things
Munich is a haven for the IoT industry. The multitude
of high-tech and financial industries coupled with
knowledge-intensive services has led to a huge demand
for IoT products and services. Huge multinational
companies such as IBM have heavily invested in IoT in
Munich.
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In 2015, IBM opened its Watson IoT Global headquarters
in the city hiring a team of 1,000 developers, researchers
and designers.
Media and Finance
Munich is home to a large diverse media industry that
employs approximately 30,000 people across 8,000+
companies. As a result, there are numerous MarTech
and AdTech start-ups successfully receiving funding and
investment.
Munich is home to several global insurance companies
such as Allianz and Munich Re and numerous financial
institutions. These organisations have given rise to many
FinTech start-ups such as Finanzchef24, Boku, Paymill and
many more. The vast majority of these start-ups use PHP,
Java and Ruby.
Incubators
Due to the city’s corporate wealth and plan to establish
itself as a software engineering powerhouse, there are
numerous incubators offering generous incentives and
funding to start-ups. Play, TechFounders and Venture Starts
are private incubators in the city. The Bavarian government
also has a number of initiatives in place to support local
talent such as BayStartUP and GrunderRegion
Popular Languages
According to StackOverflow statistics, Munich is home
to approximately 100,000 developers. The most popular
back-end languages in Munich are PHP (38%), Java (30%)
and Python (14%). On the front end of things, Angular
is the most popular framework with 55% of companies
using it. React comes in second at 27% with Ember and
Backbone coming in around the 9% mark.
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VisaRequirements
Requirements
Visa

Types of Visa
There are many types of Visas, here is the most applicable
visas for working in Germany:
Job Seeker Visa
Allows entry to the country for up to 6 months to look
for a job. To be eligible for a job-seeker visa, you must
•
•
•
•

Hold a Bachelor of Master’s Degree from a German
university or an equivalent foreign degree.
Have a minimum of 5 years of experience in your
related field of study.
Show proof that you have sufficient funds to cover
your stay during the time you are in Germany.
Have travel or medical insurance for your entire stay
in Germany or until you get your Work Permit.

Working Visa
This is most likely the visa that you will need. A working
visa The Germany Employment Visa is an opportunity
for qualified foreigners to settle in Germany and work in
their field. It gives to its holder the chance to enter and
work in Germany for up to two years, with the possibility
of extending the visa, and later applying for an EU Blue
Card, or other types of residence permits.
Other Visas
A full list of visas and requirements can be found here
https://www.germany-visa.org/
German law requires anyone who wishes to take up
employment or pursue self-employment to obtain a
national visa if you are not from an EU member state.
However, people in the following categories do not need
a Visa and can apply for a residence permit or EU Blue
Card as soon as they arrive in Germany:
•
•

Nationals of Australia, Canada, Israel, Japan, New
Zealand, Republic of Korea (South Korea) or the
United States of America.
Holders of an EU Blue Card which was issued by
another EU member state, that has been valid for at
least 18 months.
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•

Holders of the unlimited residence title EU Permanent
Residence, issued by an EU member state (except
Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Great Britain,
Ireland or Romania).

Tt must be noted that all work permits must be completed
in German. This may mean that you’ll need to hire a
translator in advance or have a German speaker that you
trust with you. The company you’re working with will
have to send the original signed contract of employment
to you for your embassy appointment.
Co-ordinate with your company on:
• The Erlaubnis einer Beschäftigung form: This states
why they want to hire you.
• The Stellenbeschreibung form: A detailed job 		
description.
(The Stellenbeschreibung must be very detailed if you
don’t have a blue card or EU wide work permit)
Submit the following to the ‘Arbeitsagentur’:
All forms including the Erlaubnis einer Beschäftigung &
Stellenbeschreibung forms:
•
•
•

Scanned copies of your CV, diploma or degree
translated into German.
A copy of your Passport.
The work contract itself also translated into German

Your application will then be processed, this usually takes
24 – 48 hours. Your company will pick up your registration
and visa from their local Ausländerbehörde.
Other Information
• Ensure you have a list of all the required forms prior
to your embassy meeting. All forms can be found
at
http://www.germany-visa.org/germany-visarequirements/
• Make sure you get the original contract from the
company before making an appointment at the
German embassy.
• You’ll be sent to the embassy once the work permit
has been granted.
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German Residence Permit & Registration

German Residence Permit
If you plan on staying in Germany for more than 90
days, by law you must register your address with the
local authorities within 7-14 days of arriving. This must
be done at The Einwohnermeldeamt, or the Resident’s
Registration Office.
What is the Anmeldung?
‘Anmeldung’ means ‘registration’ in German. When
you register, you will receive a confirmation certificate
(Anmeldebestätigung) as proof of your registration.
Make a copy (or several) of the Anmeldebestätigung
as you will need it a lot during your first weeks in
Germany. This serves as proof of your address and
many institutions, such as banks will ask for it.
Required Documents
It’s important to come prepared to your registration
appointment. Documents required may vary by city,
but most registration offices ask for the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Passport/Identification — Identitätsnachweis
Visa if necessary (If coming from outside the EU)
Supplement registration form for multiple
apartments — Beiblatt zur Anmeldung bei
mehreren Wohnungen
Address registration form — Anmeldeformular
(available at registration office, only in German)
Marriage and/or birth certificate (if registering
with family) — Personenstandsurkunde
Rental agreement from landlord — Mietvertrag
Confirmation of move-in by the landlord —
Einzugsbestätigung des Wohnungsgebers

Note: A hotel/Airbnb cannot be used as an address.
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If You Move to A New House
Any time you move to a new address within Germany,
you must, once again, go to the Einwohnermeldeamt
and register your new address. This is known as the
Ummeldung. The process is the same and since you’ve
already completed the process once, you’ll know exactly
what to expect.
Where Do I Register?
Once you arrive in Germany, you can register at your local
Residents’ Registration Office (Einwohnermeldeamt),
which is usually located in your city’s town hall, or
Rathaus. If you are living in a larger city, there will be
multiple offices, and you can register at any one of them
within city limits. To avoid crowds, we recommend visiting
offices outside the city centre.
You will find a map showing all the office locations
here:
https://www.muenchen.de/rathaus/home_en/
Department-of-Public-Order/Registration-Deregistration.
html
Further Assistance
Germany is notorius for its extensive and complex
bureaucracy. If you need any further assistance with
registering, please visit: https://www.mygermanexpert.
com/
When Leaving Germany
When your time in Germany comes to an end, you
must deregister your address. This must be done at the
registration office at the Einwohnermeldeamt and is
necessary for cancelling any contracts such as phone or
gym memberships.
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Insurance
Health insurance in Germany is compulsory if in full
time employment. In Germany, the healthcare system
is deeply tied with insurance, so it is imperative to
make it a priority on your to-do list.
In order to get a social security card in Germany and to
be able to access affordable healthcare, you must be
registered with a health insurance company, known as
a Krankenkasse. Health insurance is usually organised
by the employer as they are required to pay 50% of
the contributions. The other half of the contributions
are paid by you at a standardised rate of 15.5% of your
gross salary. In the rare scenario you are not registered,
you may have to register with a Krankenkasse yourself.
However, be sure to contact your employer first to
discuss it.
Types of Insurance
Germany have two types of health insurance; public
and private.
Public
If you earn less than €54,900 gross salary per year
(that’s €4,575 per month), you’ll automatically be
insured on a public health insurance scheme. If you
have a spouse and/or child living with you in Germany,
they will be insured along with you. Just make sure
you have your marriage certificate and your children’s
birth certificates with you when you relocate, as these
will be needed during your Krankenkasse application.
Depending on your medical history, income and age, you
may also be turned down for public health insurance or
find yourself priced out of it. There is specialist public
health advisors who can talk you through your public
health insurance options.
Private
If you earn above the €54,900 salary threshold, you can
choose to completely leave the public health insurance
system and take out private health insurance instead.
Your employer will still be liable to pay roughly half of
the contributions, but this is capped at the same rate at
which they would have to pay if making contributions
for public insurance. If you opt out of the public health
insurance scheme you can’t return to it at a later point,
so bear this in mind if you considering leaving.
Be sure to check out all the terms of your public and
private insurances so that you can familiarise yourself
with what you’re covered for and any extra costs you
may incur.
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Secondment
If you’re being sent to work in Germany for a limited
time by a company based in the European Economic
Area or from Canada, China, Israel, Japan, the USA or
any other contracting states, you may be exempt from
compulsory health insurance.
Car
If you own a motorbike or car, it’s compulsory that you
take out motor liability vehicle insurance, known as
“Kfz-Haftpflichversicherung”. This covers the cost of
repairs to your own or other vehicle or others. Personal
liability insurance “Privathaftpflichtversicherung” is also
recommended; this covers any damages you may be
liable for if you cause accidental injury to someone, or
damage to someone else’s property.

Household
Household insurance “Hausratversicherung” is not
legally required, however is recommended if you want
to protect the valuable contents of your home.
For more information on the healthcare system
and insurance in Germany, please visit https://
en.zuwanderer.aok.de/home/

Useful Phrases for Doctor/Hospital
Wo ist das Krankenhaus?		
Where is the 		
				hospital?
Mir ist schlecht			
I’m feeling ill
Wo ist die Apotheke? 		
Where is the 		
				pharmacy?
Ich brauche einen Arzt		
I need a doctor
Ich brauche ein Krankenhaus
I need a hospital
Haben Sie Aspirin? 		
Do you have 		
				aspirin?
Wo ist das Krankenhaus?		
Where is the 		
				hospital?
Es ist ein Notfall 			
It’s an emergency
Ich habe Diabetes		
I have diabetes
Der Herzinfarkt 			
Heart attack
Ich bin alergisch gegen... 		
I am allergic to
Erdnussallergie			
Peanut Allergy
Penizilin 			
Penicillin
Antibiotika 			
Antibiotics
Die Grippe 			
Flu
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Tax
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Types of Income
• Income from agriculture and forestry
• Income from business operations
• Income from self-employed work
• Income from employed work
• Income from capital
• Income from letting property
• Miscellaneous income.

Withholding/Pay as you Earn Tax
Income from employed work and capital income are
taxed at the source, meaning you as a tax payer will
not need to file your own taxes come year end. The tax
owed will be deducted and retained at the source by
the employer or by the bank before the earnings are
payed out. If the employer is a German company or a
foreign enterprise with a permanent establishment or
a representative in Germany, the employer is legally
obliged to withhold taxes from an employee’s salary
and to remit the taxes to the tax office monthly.

If income does not fall under any of these categories,
they are not subject to income tax such as winning the
lottery. To view a complete breakdown of German tax
rates, please visit: https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/
insights/2011/12/germany-income-tax.html

Paying income tax
When you are taxed at the source, your tax will be based
on your personal status. You will fall into a certain class
that will directly affect how much tax you pay. Below are
the six types of tax classes:

Income Tax
Income tax in Germany is progressive which means that
rate of tax increases as income increases ranging from 0
– 45%.

•
•

Rates
• 0 – 8,820 			
• 0 – 17,640			
• 8,821 – 54,057		
• 54,058 – 256,304 		
• 256,301+ 			

•
•

If you are a resident of Germany, you have full income
tax liability. All income earned in Germany and abroad is
subject to German income tax and a solidarity surcharge.

0%
0%
14-42%
42%
45%

For married couples, rates are more favourable when tax
is filed jointly. To view a complete breakdown of German
tax rates, please visit: https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/
insights/2011/12/germany-income-tax.html
Solidarity Surcharge
The solidarity surcharge (Solidaritaetszuschlag) is an
additional fee on income tax, capital gains tax and
corporate tax in Germany. This means that the solidarity
surcharge is to be paid by every natural and legal person
that owes one of the above-mentioned taxes in Germany.
This surcharge is levied at 5.5% of the income tax for
higher incomes.

•

•

Class 1: Single
Class 2: Single parent (living alone with the child/
children)
Class 3: Married and spouse (when spouse does not
have an income)
Class 4: Married and similar income to spouse
Class 5: Opposite of class 3, i.e this is the class the
second earner chooses if the spouse opts for class 3.
Class 6: For a second job or for deduction without
proper employee information

The taxation at source for capital income will be done
with a flat tax rate of 25% (add solidarity surcharge of
5.5% of the amount of tax.
Tax Year
The tax year runs from January 1st to December 31st. If
you do have to file your own taxes, the cut off date is May
31st for the preceeding year.
Further Reading
To read a complete guide on the German Tax System
please visit: https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/
insights/2011/12/germany-income-tax.html
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Opening a Bank Account

A bank account is essential for many aspects of life in
Germany, however fees for bank accounts are common
and you often need to make a personal appointment
with the bank to set up an account.
There are two main groups of banks in Germany:
Cashgroup
Cashgroup is made up of large national banks and their
subsidiaries including banks such as Deutsche Bank,
Dresdner Bank, Commerzbank, Hypovereinsbank,
Postbank, Comdirect, Norisbank and Berliner Bank.
Sparkassen
The Sparkassen network on the other hand is state
owned, holding strong ties with local businesses and
communities. There is a Sparkassen ATM in almost every
small town.
Withdrawing cash is only free if you’re withdrawing
money from a Cashgroup account on a Cashgroup ATM
and from a Sparkassen account on a Sparkassen ATM.
However, in large cities you shouldn’t have a problem
finding free cash machines, no matter which bank you
choose.
Choosing an Account
There are several accounts on offer with fees varying
depending on the account and bank chosen. The most
common account is the current account or ‘Girokonto’.
You can also open a savings account, ‘Tagesgeldkonto’, a
limited access savings account, ‘Sparbuch’, or a security
account, Depot’.
Free accounts, accounts with no monthly charges, will
give you access to internet banking and an EC card,
however you’ll be charged for in-branch transactions.
Accounts with monthly fees offer a wider choice of free
transactions and access to a selection of services.
Opening an Account
The easiest way to set up an account is to go directly
into a bank branch. Some German banks do require you
to make an appointment to set up an account, so it is
bestto call the bank beforehand.
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You will need to bring the following to set up an account;
Proof of address: You’ll first need to register with your
local Bergeramt. This is called Meldebescheinigung and
is required every time you change address while you’re
living in Germany.
Proof of ID: A passport (with a visa depending on your
citizenship).
If you wish to set up an account online, you will need to
verify your identification through ‘PostIdent’. You’ll need
to download an identity verification sheet from your
bank’s website and present it at your local post office
together with your passport or national identity card.
You’ll then be given another document to sign, which is
sent to your bank.
Account Options
Free account options
Commerzbank: 		

Basic bank account

Postbank’s: 		

Basic bank account

HypoVereinsbank:
		
Paid Account Options
Deutsche Bank:		
			

HVB Konto Online

Commerzbank		

PremiumKonto (€4.99 pm)

Postbank		

Business Giro (€3.90 pm)

BestKonto & AktivKonto 		
(€9.99 pm & €4.99 pm)

Credit Cards
Credit cards are not as widely accepted in Germany
as in the US; however, they are still accepted and are
very common for online shopping. Most banks offer
credit cards with bank accounts — these are Visa and
Mastercards that act like debit cards and are processed
either monthly on accounts or directly on a bank account
within a few days. American Express cards are often not
accepted.
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Renting Accommodation

Securing an Apartment
It is important to note that the housing market is
competitive in Munich, so it is important to maximise
your chances of securing an apartment.
Prepare and bring all your paperwork to a viewing:
• Proof of your last three months’ salary OR a copy
of your employment contract if you don’t have
any payslips yet.
• Copy of your passport.
• A Mietschuldenfreiheitsbescheinigung - a letter
from your old landlord confirming you are up to
date on your rent.
• A SCHUFA certificate: This is a certificate that is
usually issued by banks (or post offices in some
cases) and it will prove that you do not have any
debt from previous tenancies.
Deposit
A security deposit must be paid to the landlord prior to
moving in. The deposit will usually equal 2 or 3 months
cold rent (rent minus heating & utility costs) and by law
will never be more than 3 times the rent. Should there
be any damage caused to the apartment, the cost of
repair will be deducted from the deposit. If there is no
damage, the deposit will be returned to the tenant once
they vacate the property.
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The documentation you’ll need:
• Passport.
• A copy of your rental contract (Mietvertrag) to prove
you have an official address.
• A completed copy of the Anmeldung form which can
be downloaded online.
• Once you have all of the above and filled in your form,
you must take it along to your nearest Bezirksamt or
local authority office.
Where to look:
These are the 4 main websites to search for and find
available apartments:
•
•
•

https://www.immobilienscout24.de
https://www.immowelt.de/
https://www.immonet.de/

You can find accommodation in these Facebook groups:
• Wohnungen München
• Wohnungsbörse München
• LMU Mieten, Kaufen, Wohnen
• Wohnungsmarkt München
• Wohnen trotz München
• Nachmieter für Wohnung in München gesucht
• Wohnungen von Privat für Privat

Residence Registration (Anmeldebestätigung)
Once you have found an apartment, you must apply
for a Anmeldebestätigung. This is a piece of paper you
receive from the Berlin local authorities to say that you
have an official address in the city. You get it from one of
the many ‘Bezirksamt’ offices, or local authority offices.
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Rent Map
Rental Prices
Rental prices in Munich are a slighlty more expensive
than other German cities due to the high demand for
accommodation. Below are the average rental rates (in
euros) for a two-room apartment of 70m squared.
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These are cold rental rates, the price does not include
expenses such as heating & utility costs.

		
Abbreviations Glossary
2 ZKB			
2 rooms, kitchen, bathroom
2 ZKBB 			
2 rooms, kitchen, bathroom,
			balcony
EG 			
Ground floor
2. OG 			
Second floor
DG 			
Roof or loft apartment
VH 			
Front of the house
HH 			
Back yard of the house
SF 			
Refers to a wing of the 		
			building

qm 			
Square meters, describes the
			
size of the apartment
KM 			
Kaltmiete (cold rent; i.e. rent
			
without heating costs)
NK Nebenkosten
These are extra costs for 		
			
refuse and house cleaning
			
costs as well as heating and
			water costs
WM “Warmmiete”
Warm rent; this is the cold
			
rent plus the “NK” ancillary
			costs
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Public Holidays

New Years
January 1st or “Neujahr” sees large New Year’s Eve
celebrations being held around the nation. Berlin is the
best city to spend New Years in as there is a large firework
display and festivities held at the iconic Brandenburg Gate.
Easter
Easter is one of the most popular German
holidays kicking off on the first Sunday after the
spring full moon, with Good Friday (Karfreitag),
Easter Sunday (Ostersonntag) and Easter Monday
(Ostermontag) all being recognised as public holidays.
Labour Day
Labour Day falls on the 1st of May and like German’s
neighbouring countries, it is a public holiday. On the Eve of
Labour Day, German people “Tanz in den Mai” or “Dance
into May” to welcome the start of Spring. The streets
are ignited with many parties and general festivities.
Ascension Day
Ascension Day is officially celebrated on a Thursday
on the 40th day of Easter. It is a popular public
holiday with many street parties and festivities
occurring
throughout
the
long
weekend.
Whitsun
Whitsun or Pentecost (Pfingsten) is celebrated
on the seventh Sunday after Easter. Whitsun
is followed by Whit Sunday (Pfingstsonntag)
and
Whit
Monday
(Pfingstmontag).
Oktoberfest
The notorious Oktoberfest, the world’s largest beer fair,
kicks off around the country in mid-September lasting
for 2 weeks. Munich is the best place to be during
Oktoberfest with the city hosting large scale events
that attract approximately 6 million visitors every year.
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Unity Day
German Unity Day, (Tag der deutschen Einheit), is a
national public holiday commemorating the Reunification
of the city. It is a very important day for the Nation with
gatherings and political speeches being held in parliament
and many town halls.
Christmas
Similar to many Western societies, Christmas is a very
important and valued time in Germany even for those
who are not religious. Throughout the Christmas period,
German cities are decorated lavishly with Christmas lights
and other seasonal decorations. Large cities and towns
play host to wonderous Christmas markets with Berlin
hosting over sixty of these seasonal markets.
The ‘Advent’ Tradition that runs the four weeks up to
Christmas is a joyous occasion where sweet pastries are
often eaten, and Christmas decorations are put up around
German households. A candle is lit on each Advent Sunday
with children being given an Advent calendar with 24
chocolate filled windows to count to Christmas Day.
December 6th sees “Nikolaustag” being celebrated
where children leave out a boot on their doorstep at
night hoping to awaken to many nuts, fruits, sweets and
small gifts.
Christmas begins on the evening of the 24th where
“Christkind” the Christmas Angel comes and delivers
presents to the children and gifts are given. On the 25th,
families gather to enjoy a delicious meal. Celebrations
often spill over to the 26th where families and friends
gather again to relax and enjoy the holidays.
Other Important Dates
• Mother’s Day:
• Father’s Day:
• November 9th:
• November 17th:

Second Sunday of May.
Ascension Day.
The falling of the Berlin Wall.
National Day of Mourning.
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German Language

German Language Schools
There are many options for both adults and children
to develop their German language skills on arrival
in Germany with German Language courses taking
place nationwide. There are German language courses
for beginner, intermediate and advanced language
learners, with prices ranges depending on your choice
of school and the German course level and intensity.
There are even language schools dedicated to helping
professionals get a handle on their new home country’s
business jargon. Here is a list of the top language schools
in Germany at various price points.
A full list of nationwide German Language Schools
are available here: https://www.expatica.com/de/
education/Language-schools-in-Germany_106627.html
Deutsch Akademie
The Deutsche Akademie is a low priced, central and
practical language school. Class sizes are between 5-10
students and you will have the opportunity to speak
and learn German quickly.
Locations:
Berlin, Hamburg and Munich
Contact:
www.deutschakademie.de
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Deutsch Akademie Berlitz Sprachschule
Individual and group lessons are available for both adults
and children (7 to 17-year olds). Seminars are available
for businesses upon request.
Locations:
Berlin, Dresden, Chemnitz, Leipzig, Hamburg, Rostock,
Kiel, Nordestedt, Lubeck, Rendsburg, Flensburg, Bremen,
Hanover, Dusseldorf, Braunschweirg, Dortmund, Munster,
Cologne, Munich, Aachen, Bonn, Duisburg, Ratingen,
Madgeburg, Wolfsburg, Bielefeld, Frankfurt, Stuttgart,
Freiburg and many others.
Contact:
www.berlitz.de
Deutsch Akademie BWS Germanlingua
The BWS Germanlingua language school offers a variety
of German language courses including: General German,
Business German, exam preparation and English courses.
Locations:
Berlin, Cologne and Munich
Contact:
www.bws-germanlingua.de

				
Conversational
Bitte				
Please
Danke				Thank you
Ja/Nein				
Yes/No
Vielleicht			Maybe
Ich weiß nicht			
I don’t know
Greetings
Hallo				Hello
Guten Morgen			
Good morning
Guten Tag			 Good Evening
Wie geht’s			 How are you?
Mir geht’s gut			
I’m doing well
Ich HeiBen 			 My name is

Useful Phrases
Sprechen Sie Englisch?		
Do you speak 		
				English?
Ich spreche Englisch		
I speak English
Ich spreche nicht viel Deutsch
I don’t speak much
				German
Können Sie das übersetzen?
Can you translate
				this?
Ich verstehe nicht
I don’t understand
Bitte wiederholen Sie?
Will you please 		
				repeat that?
Können Sie langsamer sprechen? Could you speak 		
11
				slower?

Public Transport
Munich operates a truly excellent public transportation
network, allowing riders to get virtually anywhere
within the city limits. The system operates 24 hours
a day, although some of the commuter trains do not
run for several hours late at night. Munich’s public
transportation network is comprised of;
•
•
•
•

U-Bahn underground rail
S-Bahn commuter train
Streetcar
Bus network

Tickets must be purchased on a ticket machine and
validated on the platform prior to boarding the UBahn & S- Bahn. The public transport network is fully
integrated in that there is one fare and ticketing system
for all forms of transit, so that a single ticket can be used
on any mixture of buses, trams and trains that may be
required to complete the journey. Travelling without a
ticket is not permitted and incurs a fine of €60. Ticket
inspectors are very common and wear plain clothes.
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There are three different types of tickets:
Single Tickets ‘Einzelfahrkarte’
Stripe Tickets ‘Streifenkarte’
Day Tickets ‘Tageskarte’
The price of a ticket depends on the number of zones
you will be travelling through. A full breakdown of the
tariffs can be found at: https://www.mvv-muenchen.
de/en/tickets-and-fares/tickets-daytickets/index.html
Munich International Airport
Nordallee 25, 85356 München, Germany
Munich’s International Airport is home to over 102
different airlines flying to 266 destinations around the
globe. The S1 and S8 S-Bahn lines connect the airport
with the centre of Munich, with departures every
10 minutes. The airport is also easy and convenient
to reach by bus from the Munich city centre, Flixbus
and Lufthansa operate reasonably priced intercity bus
connection to the airport.
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Cycling
Munich has been dubbed the ‘Radlhauptstadt’, the
cycling capital of Germany. Munich’s cycling network
totals more than 1,200 km in length, a figure more
than 50% of the total length of Munich’s road network.
The city has 212 one-way streets which are open in
both directions to cyclists. There are also dedicated
Fahrradstrassen (bicycle streets) where motor vehicles
are limited to 30 km/h and where cyclists can use the
full width of the road.
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As in any big city, bike theft is a recurring problem. It is
recommended to purchase a cheaper bike if you plan
on parking it in public spaces. Alternatively, you could
also use the Deutsche Bahn’s Call-a-Bike system. This
service offers city bikes that can be collected at stations
throughout the city with annual membership for this
service costing about €48. You can find more information
on this service at https://www.callabike-interaktiv.de/en

				
Useful Travel Phrases
Wo ist die Bushaltestelle?
Where is the bus 		
				stop?
Wo ist die U-Bahn? 		
Where is the metro?

Vorn				Ahead/ in front
Zum Flughafen			

To the airport

Wie viel kostet eine Fahrkarte
How much is a 		
				
ticket?		
Fährt dieser Zug nach…? 		
Does this train go
				to…?
Wohin fährt dieser Bus? 		
To where does this
				bus go?
Darf ich bitte einen Stadtplan
May I have a city 		
				map
haben? 			please?
Können Sie mir das auf der
Can you show me on
Karte zeigen? 			
the map?

Zum banhof			

To the train station

Zum Busbahnhof			
				

To the bus 		
station

Zum Stadtzentrum		

To the city centre

Hinten				Behind/ at the back
Ist es in der Nähe?		

Is it nearby?

Entschuldigung, wo is?		

Excuse me, where

Weather
Germany has a temperate seasonal climate moderated
by the North Atlantic Drift. Germany experiences warm
summers and cold winters, yet extreme conditons are
rare.

A hot summers day in Germany is about 23 – 25 degrees
Celsius (75 degrees Fahrenheit) with a cold winter’s day
dipping from 0 degrees Celsius (32 Fahrenheit) to -2
degrees Celsius (28 Fahrenheit).

November to February are the coldest months with
an average temperature of 1.5 degrees Celsius (36
Fahrenheit). Similarly, March and April are quite brisk
with an average temperature of approx. 7 degrees
Celsius (53 Fahrenheit). Temperatures start to climb
with an average temperature of 17 degrees Celsius (63
Fahrenheit) from May to the end of September.

Rain falls throughout the year with an average of 14
rainy days per month, however much of this can be
small showers and sporadic rainfall.
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Education
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Germany has one of the best educations systems in
Europe. Students formally enter the education system at
the age of six, however 80% of German children attend
“Kindergarten” from the age of 3.
School Day
The standard school day starts between 7:15 to 8:30 and
ends between 12 noon and 13:30pm.
Kindegarten
Kindergarten is not funded by the government; therefore,
the fee must be paid by the parents. The state does
support parents with monetary incentives, such as tax
reductions and child allowance (Kindergeld) aimed at
reducing the financial burden. After Kindergarten, school
is compulsory for nine or ten years.
Grundschule
From grades 1 through 4 children attend elementary
school (Grundschule), where the subjects taught are the
same for all. Then, after the 4th grade, they are separated
according to their academic ability and the wishes of
their families, and attend one of three different kinds of
schools: Hauptschule, Realschule or Gymnasium.
Grundschule teachers recommend their students to
a particular school based on such things as academic
achievement, self-confidence and ability to work
independently. However, in most states, parents have the
final say as to which school their child attends following
the fourth grade.
Hauptschule
The Hauptschule (grades 5-9) teaches the same subjects
as the Realschule and Gymnasium, but at a slower pace
and with some vocational-oriented courses. It leads to
part-time enrolment in a vocational school combined
with apprenticeship training until the age of 18. It is
suitable for students who struggle academically.
Realschule
The Realschule (grades 5-10 in most states) leads to parttime vocational schools and higher vocational schools.
It is now possible for students with high academic
achievement at the Realschule to switch to a Gymnasium
on graduation.
Gymnasium
The Gymnasium leads to a diploma called the ‘Abitur’
and prepares students for university study or for a dual
academic and vocational credential.

Curricula differ from school to school, but generally
include German, Mathematics, Computer Science,
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Geography, art (as well as
Crafts and Design), Music, History, Philosophy, Civics,
Social Studies, and several foreign languages.
In recent years many states have changed the curriculum,
so students can get the “Abi” at the end of the 12th
grade. Other states are making the transition but may
still require a 13th grade.
Private & International Schools
Private and international schools are fee paying and not
state funded. “Erstazschulen” schools operate within
state control and follow the same curricula as state
schools charging very low fees.
Fully independent private and international schools set
their own curriculum, have small class sizes, generally
charging higher fees. There are an estimated 170
international schools around Germany with the majority
located in urban cities with lots of expatriates.
Universities
Germany has a well-established education system with
a plethora of highly ranked universities nationwide.
Tuition fees were abolished in 2014 for all public
universities in an attempt to afford everyone the
opportunity of education. However, the south-west
state of Baden-Württemberg reintroduced tuition fees
for non-EU students with other states looking like the
will follow suit.
Munich has a number of highly regarded universities
including;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical University of Munich
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich
Munich University of Applied Sciences
Hochschule für Musik und Theater München
Academy of Fine Arts, Munich
Munich Business School
Macromedia University of Applied Sciences
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Freelancing

Getting a Freelance Visa
If you have an EU-passport, then you don’t need a visa
to be a freelancer in Germany. All non-EU citizens must
apply for a freelance visa. If you are not from the EU,
applying for a freelance visa requires you to fill out
several different forms and papers. You will need to
appear for a personal interview at the German embassy
in your country. If you are from Australia, Canada, Japan,
New Zealand, South Korea, and the United States, you
can apply for your freelance visa from within Germany.
In this case, you will have the face to face interview at
the respective agency in Germany.
Registering as a Freelancer
Everyone in Germany gets a Steur-Identifikationsnummer,
which is your tax identification number. If this is your first
time living in Germany, this should be sent to your address
a few days after you’ve registered yourself as a resident
in Germany. To register as a freelancer, you must fill in the
Fragebogen zur Steurerliche Erfassung, a tax registration
form here: https://www.formulare-bfinv.de/ffw/form/
display.do?%24context=E80A2860CE1DF0D21318 . This
form must be posted to your local Finanzamt. You will
then be issued a Steuernummer or freelance tax number
which you will need to invoice your clients.
You are free to setup your business from the most
convenient address to you. You must visit the local
registration office to register your address with them.
Health Insurance
As detailed in the insurance section, there are two types
of health insurance in Germany; Public and private with
health insurance being compulsory. However, these are
very expensive and there are other options available to
international freelancers.
The cheapest is getting an international expat health
insurance policy from your home country or online.
These policies usually cover all the basics when you
get sick, but might not cover dental work, check-ups or
alternative therapies.
If your freelance work has any artistic flair to it, we
recommend you apply for Künstlersozialkasse (KSK).
This will provide health insurance, pensions and social
security payments at a significantly lower cost.
Setting up a Bank Account
Setting up a bank account is essential before you start
freelancing or working as a self-employed person as
you’ll need to supply bank details on your Fragebogen
zur steuerlichen Erfassung (Tax number application
form).
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If you are just starting off and not earning much money,
then it is advised to opt for a free online bank account,
DKB or Fido. It’s 100% free and you can do banking on
your laptop or mobile phone. Alternatively, you can also
elect to choose an account at a major bank like Deutsche
Bank for a small monthly fee. In return you get hands-on
customer support in DB branches all over Germany. Every
branch will have an English-speaking representative with
online banking and the service hotline also having English
options.
Setting up a Bank Account
Setting up a bank account is essential before you start
freelancing or working as a self-employed person as
you’ll need to supply bank details on your Fragebogen zur
steuerlichen Erfassung (Tax number application form).
If you are just starting off and not earning much money,
then it is advised to opt for a free online bank account,
DKB or Fido. It’s 100% free and you can do banking on
your laptop or mobile phone. Alternatively, you can also
elect to choose an account at a major bank like Deutsche
Bank for a small monthly fee. In return you get hands-on
customer support in DB branches all over Germany. Every
branch will have an English-speaking representative with
online banking and the service hotline also having English
options.
Freelance Professions
Some jobs which other countries would consider as
freelance work may be classed as self-employed work in
Germany and require you to register as a company. Here
is a list of all the covered jobs under the definition of
freelance professions;
• Medical professions
• Authorised experts
• Tax advisors
• Lawyers and notaries
• Consultants
• Architects
• Engineers
• Teachers (including Kindergarten / Nursery)
• Coaches
• Translators and interpreters
• Photographers
• Authors, writers and journalists
• Artists
• Graphic designers
Any profession not included in this list is classed as selfemployed work in Germany and require you to apply for
a Gewerbeanmeldung, an application to open a business
in Germany.
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Emergency Information
Encountering any emergency is scary but is more
daunting if it happens abroad, so it important to know
who to call and how to handle the call. The majority
of German emergency service workers speak English;
however, many may not speak English in more rural
areas.
Important tips when calling German emergency services:
•

•
•
•

•

State your name, telephone number, location
where help is needed, the situation and if it’s
still happening, how many people require help
and whether there are weapons or dangerous
substances involved.
Don’t forget the code to your parking lot or
apartment building.
Never hang up until you are invited to do so.
If you have known medical problems or regularly
take prescription drugs, make sure you know how
to say their names in German to the operator.
If you have children, be prepared to cite their ages
and how much they weigh (in kilograms) in case you
need to call an anti-poison centre or to administer
medication.
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List of Emergency Numbers
EMS and fire brigade:		
112
Police:				110
Air rescue: 			
(0711) 70 10 70
Non-emergency medical:
116 117
Nurse advice line: 		
00800 4759 2330
Toxic substance emergency:
192 40

Suicide hotline: 			
Kids and youth hotline: 		
Parental hotline: 			
Alcoholics Anonymous:		

0800 111 01 11
0800 111 03 33
0800 111 05 50
19 295

Lost property (Fundbüro):		
Lost property (railways):

69 95
(01805) 99 05 99

Lost Credit Cards
American Express: 		
Diner’s Club: 			
EC and Bank Cards: 		
MasterCard: 			
VISA: 				

069) 97 97 10 00
(05921) 86 12 34
(069) 74 09 87
(069) 79 33 19 10
(0800) 81 49 100

Shopping
German grocery and department stores are open till late
evenings Monday to Saturday; however, the majority
are closed on a Sunday.

Shopping Districts
Munich has a wide variety of shopping districts and malls
throughout the city. :

German Department Stores:
Mon-Sat
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Maximilianstrasse & Theatinerstrasse
Maximilianstrasse & Theatinerstrasse are prime locations
for some luxury shopping. These streets play host to a
plethora of international designer stores from Cartier and
Montblanc to fashion houses including Dolce & Gabbana,
Valentino and Gucci.
Opening-Hours: 			
10.00 – 20.00

German Supermarkets and Shops:
Mon-Fri:
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sat:		
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
German Bakeries:
Mon - Sat:
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sun:		
7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Shopping on Sundays
German shops are usually closed on Sundays. However,
bakeries, shops at petrol stations (open 24/7), or grocery
stores in train stations are open. In bigger cities like
Munich, look out for little shops called Spätkauf or Späti.
They are usually open at least until 11:00pm during
the week (many much later) and are open on Sundays.

Olympia-Einkaufszentrum
Website:
www.olympia-einkaufszentrum
Amount of shops:
135
Opening-Hours: 		
10.00 – 20.00
Address:			
Hanauer Str. 68, 80993
Riem Arcaden
Website:			www.riemarcaden.de
Amount of shops:
120
Opening Hours: 		
10.00 – 20.00
Address:			
Willy-Brandt-Platz, 81829
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Dining Out
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Munich is host to an array of wonderful restaurants; here is
a list of the top restaurants from TripAdvisor as well as some
of our own personal favourites.
Traditional German Food
Zum Durnbraeu
Duernbraeugasse 2, 80331

+49 89 222195

Steinheil 16
Steinheilstr. 16, 80333 		

+49 89 527488

Wirtshaus In Der Au:		
Lilienstr. 51, 81669 		

+49 89 4481400

Italian Food
Trattoria Da Fausto		
Helmtrudenstrasse 1, 80805
+49 89 668697
Anema e Core Trattoria		
Lohengrinstr. 11, 81925 		

+49 89 90955626

Opatija
Hochbrueckenstr. 3, 80331

+49 89 268353

Steakhouse
Block House Leopoldstrasse
Karl-Liebknecht-Str. 7, 10178

+49 30 2423300

Rusticana		
Grillparzerstr. 5, 81675 		

+49 89 4703887

Savanna		
Maistr. 63 | 80337 Munich, 80337 +49 89 53906363
Vegetarian/Vegan
Servus Heidi		
Landsberger Str. 73, 80339

+49 89 55276303

Nepal Haus:
KZwischen Ostbahnof 		

+49 89 18912923

Chopan Schwabing			
Occamstr. 3, 80802 		
+49 89 38888652
Asian/Sushi
Nam Giao 31
Warschauer Str. 46, 10243		

+49 30 65214130

Restaurant Jasmine
Lindwurmstr. 167, 80337		

+49 89 76775712

Yuki hana Munich
Stollbergstr. 6, 80539 		

+49 89 21269018

Indian
Dhaba		
Belgradstr. 16, 80796 		

+49 89 38367771

Natraj		
Nymphenburger Str. 26, 80335

+49 89 12001262

Useful Phrases
A table for (two, three, four), please
Einen Tisch für (zwei/drei/vier), bitte					
I reserved a table
Ich habe einen Tisch reserviert						
Can I see the (menu/wine list), please?
Kann ich bitte die [Speisekarte/Weinkarte] sehen?				
I would like
Ich hätte gern								
Is this gluten free
Ist das glutenfrei?							
Do you have vegetarian food?
Haben Sie vegetarisches Essen?						
A glass of (sparkling) water please
Ein Glas (sprudel) wasser, bitte						
Where is the bathroom?
Wo ist die Toilette?							
Waiter! / Waitress!
Herr Ober/Fräulein!							
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Top 10 Things To Do
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1. Marienplatz
Marienplatz is a central square in the city centre of Munich, Germany.
It has been the city’s main square since 1158. Today the Marienplatz is
dominated by the New City Hall on the north side, and the Old City Hall
on the east side. It’s perfect for a walk or just to relax and have a coffee.

2. Nymphenburg Palace
The Nymphenburg Palace, “Castle of the Nymph”, is a Baroque palace.
The palace was the main summer residence of the former rulers of
Bavaria of the House of Wittelsbach and now together with its park, is
now one of the most famous sights of Munich.

3. Englischer Garten
The Englischer Garten is a large public park in the centre of Munich,
stretching from the city centre to the north-eastern city limits. This
expansive, 18th-century, urban park with 78km of cycling/jogging trails
& a lakeside beer garden.
The park has many sights on offer including nude sunbathing at
Schönfeldwiese, The 25 metre Chinese Tower, Japanese Teahouse and
many more.

4. Oktoberfest
Oktoberfest is the world’s largest Volksfest (beer festival and travelling
funfair). The festival is held annually from mid-late September lasting 16
– 18 days. It is an important part of Bavarian culture running every year
since 1810 with over 6 million people attending the festival each year.

5. Viktualienmarkt
The Viktualienmarkt is a daily food market and a square in the centre
of Munich. The Viktualienmarkt developed from an originals farmer’s
market to a popular market for gourmet. There is over 140 stalls and
shops offering flowers, exotic fruit, game, poultry, spices, cheese, fish,
juices and so on.
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Top 10 Things To Do
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6. Allianz Arena
Allianz Arena is an eye-catching football stadium with a 75,000-seating
capacity. Widely known for its exterior of inflated ETFE plastic panels, it
is the first stadium in the world with a full colour changing exterior and
is definitely worth a visit.

7. Munich Residenz
The Residenz in central Munich is the former royal palace of the
Wittelsbach monarchs of Bavaria. The Residenz is the largest city palace
in Germany and is today open to visitors for its architecture, room
decorations, and displays from the former royal collections.

8. Olympiapark
The Olympiapark München in Munich, Germany, is an Olympic Park
which was constructed for the 1972 Summer Olympics. Located in the
Oberwiesenfeld neighborhood of Munich, the Park continues to serve
as a venue for cultural, social, and religious events, such as events of
worship.

9. Hofbräuhaus München
The Hofbräuhaus München is a three-story beer hall that dates back to
the 16th century. It is a legendary state-owned beer hall coupled with a
traditional Bavarian restaurant and an upbeat vibe.

10. BMW Museum
The BMW is an automobile museum located just beside the Olympiapark.
It was first opened in 1973 and has since been refusrbished in 2004. It
contains engines and turbines, aircraft, motorcycles, and vehicles in a
plethora of possible variations. In addition to actual models there are
futuristic-looking, even conceptual studies from the past 20 years.
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About Sigmar IT International
Sigmar IT International is an international technology and digital recruitment
specialist, supplying contract and permanent IT, technology and digital
professionals across all aspects of the IT, Fintech and Digital sectors. We
predominantly recruit across Europe, with a large focus on the German,
Dutch & Scandinavian markets. We work with a wide range of clients, ranging
from start-ups to global blue chips.
Specialists within their chosen technical or industry sector, our expert
recruitment consultants understand the technical skills required, they know
the market and of course they know about recruitment.

The information presented in this guide is accurate as of the time going to print, February 2019. Visa requirements,
residence permits, insurance laws and freelancing requirements are subject to change. Furthermore, all costs presented,
rent, insurance, banking and education may fluctuate. The information provided in this guide represent the opinions of
Sigmar IT International.
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To discuss job opportunities in Germany,
please contact one of our specialist
consultants on +49 692 222 179 04 or email
IT@sigmarrecruitment.com

www.sigmarrecruitment.eu
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